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Money
matters

RRSP FACTS AND DEADLINE
FOR MAKING YOUR 2017
CONTRIBUTION

The RRSP contribution limit for 2017 is 18% of your 2016 income or
$26,010, whichever is less. The contribution limit for 2018 is $26,230. If
you are a member of a registered pension plan, then you need to deduct
your pension adjustment (the amount on line 52 of your T4 slip) from
the maximum allowable contribution for the year. If you were not able to
make the maximum contribution to your plan in any of the years from
1991 to 2017, you can carry forward those amounts and make up the
difference in 2018.
You will need an income of $144,500 in 2016 to be able to contribute the
maximum allowable contribution of $26,010 to your RRSP for the 2017 tax
year. If your income is over $145,722 in 2017, you will be able to take
advantage of the maximum RRSP contribution limit for 2018.
For purposes of RRSP contributions, earned income includes salaries,
business income, employee profit sharing income, disability pensions
(issued under the Canada and Quebec pension plans), taxable alimony or
maintenance, and rental income. For 2014 and later years, earned income
also includes income contributed to an amateur athlete trust (for purposes Tina Tehranchian, MA, CFP®, CLU®, CHFC®
of determining the RRSP contribution limit of the trust’s beneficiary). Your
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“You will need an income of $144,500 in 2016 to be able to contribute the maximum allowable contribution of $26,010 to your RRSP for
the 2017 tax year.”

earned income is reduced by business losses, rental
losses, union dues, employment expenses, and
deductible alimony or maintenance paid. Certain types
of income such as retiring allowances, investment
income, capital gains, pension income and business
income earned as a limited partner are not classified as
earned income.

lending rules that would take effect on January 1, 2018.
The new stress-testing rules will require borrowers with
down payments of more than 20 per cent of a home’s
value that have uninsured mortgages to prove that they
could still afford their mortgage payments if interest
rates were to rise significantly higher.

The deadline for contributing to your RRSP and The new rules require the minimum qualifying rate for
deducting the amount from your 2017 income is March uninsured mortgages to be the greater of the five-year
benchmark rate published by the Bank of Canada (4.99%
1, 2018.
in December 2017) or 200 basis points (two percentage
USE YOUR TFSA CONTRIBUTION ROOM TO points) above the mortgage holder’s contractual
MAXIMIZE TAX FREE GROWTH
mortgage rate.

Starting January 1, 2016, the annual TFSA dollar

limit decreased from $10,000 to $5,500 and will be
subject to indexation. The TFSA contribution limit for
2018 will remain $5,500. This is since the indexation
adjustment for personal income tax and benefit amounts
is 1.5% for 2018, which is not enough to raise the TFSA
limit to the next $500 increment.

The new mortgage rules will have a significant impact on
affordability of mortgages and could result in an average
20% decrease in affordability. This means that in 2018 a
homebuyer would have to settle for a home that is 20%
less expensive than what they would have been able to
afford in 2017.
The stress test will be done on refinancing as well unless
you stay with the same lender.

In 2017, inflation has fallen as evidenced by the
Consumer Price Index falling from 2.1% in January to Given the current unaffordability of properties in Toronto
1.4% in October 2017, and reaching a low of 1% in June. and Vancouver for first time home buyers, this could
mean that they would need to rent longer to save more
Tax Free Savings Accounts (TFSAs) were introduced by for their first home and have a higher income at the time
the federal government in 2009. Canadian residents who they will be applying for a mortgage or buy a lower priced
are 18 years of age or older with a valid Canadian social condo instead of a detached home. The other alternative
insurance number can set money aside tax-free during would be to find a co-signer so that they can qualify
their lifetime by contributing to a TFSA.
under the new rules.
Contributions to a TFSA are not deductible for income
tax purposes. However, any income generated in the
account (for example, investment income and capital
gains) is generally tax-free, even when it is withdrawn.
An individual can only contribute up to their TFSA
contribution room. Unused TFSA contribution room can
be carried forward to later years. The total amount of
TFSA withdrawals in a calendar year is added to the
TFSA contribution room for the next calendar year. If you
have never contributed to a TFSA, in 2018 you can
contribute a total of $57,500 to your TFSA account.

According to the Globe and Mail (December 6, 2017,
page B2), “a report by Mortgage Professionals Canada, a
national mortgage-broker industry association, forecasts
about 18 per cent of home buyers – or about 100,000
people a year – would not qualify for their preferred
home-purchase option under new rules announce in
October by Canada’s banking regulator, the Office of the
Superintendent of Financial Institutions. Mortgage
Professionals Canada chief economist Will Dunning,
who wrote the report…estimates that …it will leave
about 40,000 to 50,000 potential buyers a year shut out of
the market, which means a 6-per-cent to 7.5-per-cent
drop in home sales, including sales of both new and
resale homes.”
Rising interest rates can compound the problem in 2018.
According to Will Dunning. “between the two – the policy
effect and the interest-rate effect – we’re looking at
somewhere between 12-per-cent and 15-per-cent less
sales next year than we saw in 2016”.

If you have investments in non-registered accounts, you
can transfer these investments in-kind to your TFSA, up
to your allowable contribution limit and ensure tax free
growth of these investments going forward. The in-kind
contribution is considered a disposition for tax purposes
and will result in a capital gains or loss, so discuss the
tax consequences with your financial advisor before
proceeding with this strategy.
Home prices are already under pressure in anticipation
of the effects of the new mortgage stress testing rules
THE NEW MORTGAGE RULES TAKE EFFECT and the possibility of rising interest rates. According to
JANUARY 2018
the Toronto Real Estate Board (TREB), a wave of new
listings pushed home prices lower in Toronto in
In October 2017, the Office of Superintendent of November 2017 as sellers tried to lock in deals before
Financial Institutions (OSFI) announced new mortgage new mortgage stress-testing rules take effect in January
“If you have never contributed to a TFSA, in 2018 you can contribute a total of $57,500 to your TFSA account.”

2018. As a result, prices for all home types fell 2 per cent
compared with a year ago, while the average detached
house price of $996,527 was down almost 6 per cent from
a year ago.

celebrate healthy aging. This year with the help of our
sponsors we raised over $32,000 for the Mackenzie
Health Foundation. This brings the total that The Joy of
Aging has raised for the Foundation to over $275,000.

TINA TEHRANCHIAN RECEIVES AN AWARD
FROM THE BRILLIANT MINDED WOMEN
FOUNDATION

The event was organized by financial planners, Tina
Tehranchian and Janine Purves and their team at the
Richmond Hill branch of Assante Capital Management
Ltd. with the assistance of a dedicated team of
volunteers and committee members.

On November 17, 2017, in an elaborate fundraising gala
organized by The Brilliant Minded Women Foundation,
at Riviera Parc banquet hall in Concord, Tina
Tehranchian, received an award for supporting the arts.
Other award winners in 2017 included, Honorable Dr.
Jean Augustine, PC, CM, CBE
(Life Time Achievement Award), Tracey Moore (Best
Community Service Award), and Fran Rider (Global
Excellence Award).
The Brilliant Minded Women Foundation is a nonprofit
organization whose primary focus is to advance
post-secondary education by providing publicly
available scholarships and bursaries to female students
throughout Canada. In addition, the foundation provides
coaching and mentorship to the selected students that
receive our assistance.
The scholarship program is designed to assist and
recognize the achievements of women that are making a
difference in their communities. These individuals have
displayed a personal drive to pursue academic
excellence, leadership and/or entrepreneurship.

From left to right: Christopher Mei (MC), Agata Klimczak (Founder of the Brilliant Minded
Women Foundation), Tina Tehranchian, and Honourable Jim Diodati, Mayor of Niagara Falls

ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL YEAR FOR
THE JOY OF AGING
On Sunday October 22nd, over 300 women gathered at
Bellvue Manor in Vaughan, to enjoy a special morning to

This year we had some new faces and some returning
guests. Amy Sky, the famous singer and songwriter, was
the emcee of this year’s event. She not only kept the
morning joyful and entertaining, but also graced us
with a live performance at the end of the
event.Musicians Julia Long Steinwall and Fergus
Hambleton were first to take the front stage serenading
the guests with acoustic rendition of classical hits and
their own material. Ingrid Perry, Chief Executive Officer
of Mackenzie Health Foundation spoke on the recent
achievement of the foundation including an update on
construction of the New Mackenzie Vaughan Hospital.
Nancy Coxford, the past chair of the board of Mackenzie
Health Foundation and a long-time supporter of the
Hospital, talked about her family’s dedication to and
ongoing of support of Mackenzie Health Foundation. Dr.
Vivian Brown and Dr. Nasreen Khatri, prominent brain
health researchers, talked about how to keep your brain
healthy as you age.
Daniel Fiorio, the celebrity hairstylist and owner of
Daniel Salon & Spa in Yorkville, and his team performed
a hair makeover on three models on stage and shared
tips for keeping your hair healthy and updating your
look. Financial planners, Tina Tehranchian and Janine
Purves, also the Platinum Presenting Sponsors,
continued the morning with their presentation about
how our emotions impact our decisions when it comes
to our investments and how to make better decisions by
raising our self- awareness of our own biases. Energetic
fitness instructor, Jennifer CassandraJL Move
continued the fun with a fitness session that she
performed together with Vaughan firefighters, which
had the guests breaking a sweat.
This year we introduced the exclusive VIP Pamper Me
Bags.These bags were sold for $100 and included over
$850 worth of products and gift certificates and entitled
the purchasers to get pampered with makeup and hair
touch up, massages and access to the photo booth.
Thank you to our ‘pamper me pass’ sponsors, Arbonne
(also our Gold sponsor), Dr. Jennifer Pearlman, Daniel
Salon and Spa, Care & Cure Healthcare and Mech
Physiotherapy, Forever Young Hair Studio and Day Spa,
Merck Photography and Holly Eyewear for their time
and dedication. Proceeds from the 8th Annual Joy of
Aging event will help fund the new DASA Program
(domestic abuse and sexual assault care centre) at
Mackenzie Vaughan Hospital.

“The new mortgage rules will leave about 40,000 to 50,000 potential buyers a year shut out of the market, which means a 6-per-cent to
7.5-per-cent drop in home sales, including sales of both new and resale homes.”
-Will Dunning, Chief Economist, Mortgage Professionals Canada
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From left to right: Daniel Fiorio, Dr. Vivian Brown,
Janine Purves, Tina Tehranchian, Amy Sky, and Dr. Nasreen Khatri

The sponsors of the event included an array of national
and local businesses including: Assante Capital
Management Ltd. in Richmond Hill, CI Investments,
Arbonne, Medisys, Fidelity Investments, Bayview
Concierge, NEI Investments, Hummingbird Lawyers,
RBC Global Asset Management, Viva Soul Tropical
Properties, XAM Diamonds and American Standard.
For the full list of sponsors, please visit the event web
site at www.thejoyofaging.ca.
Special thank you to our media sponsors Active Life,
Metroland Media, ThatGuy Media Group, and Snap’d
Vaughan East. Fair Print was the printing sponsor and
Oh La Event Décor was the décor Sponsor. You can read
the media coverage and see photos from the event on
www.thejoyofaging.ca.
We would like to extend a heartfelt thank you to our
attendees, sponsors & volunteers who contributed to
the success of this event.
2018 will be the 10th anniversary of the Joy of Aging
fundraiser, so keep an eye out for The Joy of Aging 2018
details! You can visit www.thejoyofaging.ca for photos
and video of the 2017 event and updates about the 2018
event.

Tina Tehranchian MA, CFP®, CLU®, CHFC® is a Branch
Manager and Senior Wealth Advisor with Assante
Capital Management Ltd., one of Canada’s largest
wealth management firms, offering integrated
financial solutions to create wealth and prosperity for
you and your family. The 750 advisors serve over
300,000 Canadian families across the country and take
pride in the exceptional service they offer to clients
through trusted face-to-face relationships and a level
of service excellence second to none. Money Matters is
published as a special service for clients of Tina
Tehranchian.
9130 Leslie St, Suite 302, Richmond Hill, Ont. L4B 0B9
Tel: (905)707-5220 | Fax: (905)707-1035
Email: ttehranchian@assante.com
Web: www.tinatehranchian.com
This material is provided for general information and is
subject to change without notice. Every effort has been
made to compile this material from reliable sources
however no warranty can be made as to its accuracy or
completeness. Before acting on any of the above,
please make sure to see me for individual financial
advice based on your personal circumstances.
Services and products may be provided by an Assante
Advisor or through affiliated or non-affiliated third
parties. Assante Capital Management Ltd. is a member
of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund and is
registered with the Investment Industry Regulatory
Organization
of
Canada.
Please
visit
www.assante.com/legal or contact Assante at
1-800-268-3200 for information with respect to
important legal and regulatory disclosures relating to
ths notice. Insurance products and services are
provided through Assante Estate and Insurance
Services Inc.

“Since 2009, the Joy of Aging has raised close to $275,000 for Mackenzie Health Foundation.”

